Preparation, Optimization and Reusability of Immobilized Petroleum Degrading Bacteria.
In the remediation of marine pollution, it is important to effectively degrade pollutants and reuse petroleum-degrading bacteria. In order to obtain more effective biodegradability and reusability, an immobilized bacteria combination with petroleum-degrading bacteria, sodium alginate(SA) and biochar by adsorption- embedding method was systematically analyzed. The results indicated that the immobilized bacteria had good mechanical properties and the degradation rate was 51% when the straw(CS) was 3%, the SA and CaCl2 was 4.5% and 6% respectively. Besides, SA-CS-DM-PVA have the highest degradation rate and the lowest broken rate, above 51% and below 6.1% respectively. The optimum dosage of the modified immobilized bacteria was 132, degradation time was 5d, and reuse frequency was 4 times. Moreover, immobilized bacteria characterized by SEM, results showed that there were more pores on the surface after degradation, and the carrier was exposed. Therefore, the modified immobilized bacteria with good degradability and reusability, have good application prospects in the treatment of marine oil pollution.